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Our Gins
Our house gin is Bombay Sapphire, served in the

classic way with Fever-Tree tonic & a slice of lemon.

For the most satisfying serve we recommend 

a double (50ml) measure with your mixer.

We aim to price attractively; our double house 

G&T, Bombay Sapphire, is £7.20 including the tonic.

Premium G&Ts (double) with tonic are £8.50.

Single measures of all gins are of course available.
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Whilst we recommend  a particular mixer and 

garnish for each of our gins, please feel free to tell 

us if you have a preference
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Tarquin’s 

Rhubarb & Raspberry  

Beautiful fruit gin served either with Fever-Tree tonic or 

Fentimans ginger beer

Wardington’s Ludlow Dry

A true local gin evoking the South Shropshire hills

Wardington’s Ludlow

Spiced

Locally distilled but full of Eastern promise.Recommended with

Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic, garnished with star anise

Warner Edwards 

Victoria's Rhubarb gin

Distilled in Harrington, Northamptonshire,

recommended with ginger ale or Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic

Whitley Neill 

lemongrass & Ginger

Distinctively fragrant & citrusy, recommended with 
Fever-Tree ginger ale

York Gin Roman Fruits

A delicious blend of hibiscus, apples & berries.

Recommended with Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic & 

lemon or raspberry 

Look at the bar board for the

Aber Falls Orange

Marmalade

Small batch Welsh gin with a real citrus twist

Adnams Sloe Gin

A gin to be enjoyed with lemonade or Fever-Tree Premium tonic

Bathtub Old Tom

Revival of a historic gin style, slightly sweeter than London Dry gins.

Boë Passion 

Terrifically tangy full strength fruit gin, featuring passion fruit &

orange. Best garnished with mint 

Caspyn Midsummer Gin

Cornish gin infused with summer flora, garnished with cucumber

Chase Rhubarb & 

Bramley Apple

Tangy fresh & warming; served with your choice of Fever-Tree tonic

or ginger ale

Chesterfield 

Lemon Sherbet

Zesty & sweet, with lots of lemon

Cuckoo Sunshine 

Smooth & sweet, flavoured with honey & raspberries

Recommended with Fever-Tree tonic or Fentimans Rose Lemonade

Didsbury Raspberry &

Elderflower 

Delightful fruity gin, suggested with Fever-Tree Elderflower tonic

Gin Mare 

Spanish gin with a unique floral flavour. Recommended with Fever-

Tree Mediterranean tonic, garnished with lemon and star anise

Hendrick's

Uniquely flavoured Scottish gin, recommended with Fever-Tree Elderflower

tonic & garnished with a swirl of cucumber

Hendricks Midsummer

Solstice

Seasonal gin with floral influences, recommended with Fever-Tree

Elderflower tonic

Keepr’s Honey

Infused with the delicate flavour of Cotswolds honey

Lola & Vera Strawberry

Spanish fruit gin distilled with entirely natural ingredients.

Garnished with lime & juniper

Manchester Raspberry Gin

Subtle, refreshing & not too sweet.

Recommended with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic & mint

Palmer’s Strawberry & Rose

Delicate floral gin with flavours of summer berries & orange blossom 

Pinkster

A smooth & fruity pink gin, best enjoyed garnished with mint

Sipsmith Orange & Cacao

Chocolate orange in a glass!

Tanqueray 

Flor de Sevilla

Delicious new fruity & zesty gin with the true taste of the 

sun soaked Mediterranean
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